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Abstract

The commercial test of an expert�s probability assessments is not that
they are accurate in an abstract sense, but that they yield �nancial returns
to decision makers. From this utilitarian standpoint, a model or forecaster
is merely a font of cash payo¤s, like any other form of asset or security. The
modern perspective in �nance theory is that individual securities must be
valued in portfolio rather than of themselves. Applying portfolio methods
to forecast evaluation, the theoretical worth of a forecast depends on its
marginal contribution to the best available portfolio of securities. When
considered within a log optimal (maximum E[log(wealth)]) portfolio of
securities, the value of an individual forecast (i.e forecaster) depends on
both its expected payo¤ and the covariance of its payo¤s with those from
all other available securities. In e¤ect, portfolio theory rewards forecasters
more for making accurate forecasts when other forecasters (or securities)
perform badly than when all or most forecasters do well. Conversely, the
penalty for being wrong is reduced when other forecasters are right. This
has the e¤ect of promoting original thinking and unique (idiosyncratic)
forecasting models or expertise. Herding by resort to industry-standard
models is discouraged.
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1 Introduction

This paper demonstrates a way of evaluating probability forecasts (or models)
using portfolio theory. The proposed framework applies wherever probability
previsions translate, via an assumed decision rule or utility function, to real
or notional investments (equally called bets). Forecasters are evaluated by the
actual or paper payo¤s obtained by betting on their probabilities. Departing
from convention, the payo¤s produced by each forecaster are assessed not of
themselves but relative to one another within a well de�ned reference set or
aggregate of alternative investments (including bets on other forecasters).
There are two ways by which this reference set might be de�ned. The �rst

is to include as far as possible every available investment (e.g. stocks and bonds
etc.) so as to evaluate forecasters against all competing instruments for making
(or losing) money. Alternatively, the reference set of available securities can
be de�ned more narrowly as just a local cohort of forecasters. In this way
forecasters are ranked against their peers, but not against the universe of other
things on which it is possible to bet (e.g. art, wine, elections, life insurance and
the futures market).
Explicit probability statements (e.g. Pr(rain) = 0:15 rather than "�ne with

a chance of showers") have long been part of forecasting by meteorologists. In
many other disciplines, particularly economics and �nance, there is a growing
appreciation of not only the relative informativeness of probability forecasts but
also of how they can be evaluated using probability scoring rules. See Lopez
(2001), Gneiting (2008), Clements and Harvey (2009), O¤erman (2009) and
Ranjan and Gneiting (2010) for examples and references.
An advantage of probability forecasts is that they can be compared directly

with baseline probabilities, such as recorded empirical relative frequencies (e.g.
the climatological probability of rain) or the probabilities obtained from rival
models, or from competing experts, or from the prices quoted by bookmakers.
The newly emerging "prediction markets" yield market probabilities for many
di¤erent events, not only sports events but also major political, economic and
social events. Another recent development is the advent of specialized �nancial
markets where an investor can e¤ectively bet at �xed odds on whether the stock
market, or the stock in a given company, will go up or down in a given time
interval. See Pennock et al. (2001), Hanson (2003), Wolfers and Zitzewitz
(2004), Easley and Kleinberg (2010), and Vaughan-Williams (2005; 2011) for
background and surveys of this �eld.

1.1 Economic Forecast Evaluation

It is well known that probability forecasts can be evaluated either by their
statistical accuracy or by whether they "make money". See, for example, Leitch
and Tanner (1991; 1995). Granger and Pesaran (2000) maintain that only
"bottom line" economic performance criteria matter, since forecasts exist not
for their accuracy in any abstract sense, but as a basis for better decisions proven
by better outcomes:
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...forecasts are made for a purpose and the relevant purpose in
economics is to help decision makers improve their decisions. It follows
that the correct way to evaluate forecasts is to consider and compare
the realized values of di¤erent decisions made from using alternative
sets of forecasts. ( p.537)

To the extent that probability forecasts translate into hypothetical or actual
monetary payo¤s � which of course is not always the case, since a decision
and decision rule must be speci�ed before a forecast can be seen as having
measurable economic potential � it is natural to introduce �nancial theory
into the statistical logic of forecast evaluation. When treated as a �nancial
"security" (i.e. as an ownership right to a source of �nancial return), a forecast
should be evaluated not of itself but by what it contributes to the distribution
of returns from an optimally weighted (maximum expected utility) portfolio
of all available securities. The designated reference set of available securities
has practical limits, but in principle the idea is to allow for every possible
source of cash payo¤s when specifying an optimal portfolio. The greater the
marginal contribution of a given forecaster to this optimal portfolio, the more
that forecaster is worth.
Portfolio theory, introduced by Markowitz (1952), altered the way we look at

�nancial securities (e.g. stocks) and has similar potential in economic forecast
evaluation. Consider, for example, a forecaster who is very often "correct" in
some sense. Suppose, for instance, that he forecasts probabilities p = Pr(E = 1)
that generally fall above q when E = 1, and below q when E 6= 1, where q is the
bookmaker�s quoted assessment of Pr(E = 1). Although probabilities with these
properties need not meet the highest standards of statistical accuracy, since the
bookmaker�s probabilities may themselves be generally inaccurate, they appear
nonetheless to o¤er substantial economic rewards to a user who simply bets on
E = 1 (E 6= 1) whenever p > q (p < q): Such positive expected returns must
be somewhat discounted, however, if winning bets tend to occur on days when
(for example) the stockmarket is up. Bets on the uncertain value of E are then
roughly equivalent to holding stocks, particularly if they tend also to lose when
the stockmarket goes down. And since there is e¤ectively no shortage of stocks
to buy, the probabilities on which the bets are based are less valuable from a
portfolio theory standpoint than when considered of themselves.
Conversely, forecasts that produce cash payo¤s which are uncorrelated or

(even better) negatively correlated with the stock market or any other security,
including rival forecasters, have an attribute that portfolio theory commends,
and may be much more valuable for what they contribute to the expected utility
of an optimal portfolio than their discrete returns distributions would suggest.
They might even have negative expected payo¤s along with high variance, which
would seem objectionable on both counts. But if they tend to produce positive
payo¤s in any given subset of trials when other securities or forecasters have
generally negative or substandard payo¤s, then they can add appreciably to the
expected utility of a well constructed portfolio.
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Although in principle the cash �ows emanating from a forecast or forecaster
should be viewed with respect to all the very many other available sources of
investment returns, including the stockmarket for example, it is unlikely that
this will be necessary or useful in most forecasting applications. A more practical
method is to assess individual forecaster economic performance against, and
within, a speci�ed cohort or reference set of forecasters. This is achieved by
restricting the hypothetical class of available "securities" or income streams to
just that local population of forecasters. Such pragmatic restriction matches
the way in which stocks are evaluated relative to one another in �nance, where
each stock is considered within the universe of all stocks trading on the stock
exchange, but ignoring all other possible risky (i.e. uncertain) investments (e.g.
corporate bonds, real estate, art, derivatives, life insurance contracts, sportsbets,
betting on expert forecasts, etc.).

2 Forecasts as Log Optimal Securities

Imagine a forecaster cum investment manager who makes bets � based on
his own probability forecasts � so as to maximize expected long term capital
growth. To achieve this result, his decision rule, applicable at each decision
point t � 1 (t = 1; 2; :::; T ), is to maximize the expected log utility of wealth
at expiry time t, U = E[log(Wt)]. In �nance, investment decisions made this
way are known as "log optimal" or "growth optimal" (e.g. Hakansson, 1971;
Roll, 1973; Rubinstein, 1976). In the mathematical theory of gambling, they
are called "Kelly bets", after the celebrated paper by Kelly (1956).
The various mathematical properties of Kelly (log optimal) investment are

summarized by Maclean et al. (1992; 1999; 2004, 2010). Perhaps the single
most important of these is that "Kelly betting" (to use the gamblers�succinct
description) produces maximum expected capital growth as T !1. By corol-
lary, any other decision rule is inferior over the su¢ ciently long run.1 . Ziemba
(2005) provides a highly readable and succinct summary of the strengths and
weaknesses of Kelly betting, with applications to the investment strategies of
renowned fund managers including the Ford Foundation, the Harvard Invest-
ment Corporation, the Quantum Fund (Soros), Berkshire Hathaway (Bu¤ett)
and Princeton-Newport (Thorp). See also the rich historical account on Kelly
by Poundstone (2005). Fixed "fractional-Kelly" betting, whereby the gambler
bets only a preset fraction � (0 < � < 1) of the "full-Kelly" (log utility) bet, is
common in professional gambling. Kadane (2010) rationalized fractional �-Kelly
betting by demonstrating conditions under which it corresponds to maximizing
expected exponential utility.

1The most severe circumstances of long run economic Darwinism, depicted initially by
Brieman (see Ziemba (2005, p.113) for references) and formalized by Blume and Easley (1992;
2002; 2006) and Sandroni (2000), occur in a market populated by heterogeneously informed
traders (all with the same consumption rate) where expected log utility maximizers, blessed
with objectively "true" probabilities, are mathematically guaranteed to prosper and eventually
ruin all competitors.
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Roulston and Smith (2002), Johnstone (2007, 2010) and Jose et al. (2008)
emphasize an implicit mathematical analogy between the proceeds from log
optimal ("full-Kelly") betting and the more conventional statistical measure of
forecast e¢ cacy known as the logarithmic probability scoring rule. To make this
connection, suppose that the forecaster can express his personal probabilities in
the form of bets at stated odds (such as those quoted by a bookmaker or implicit
in prediction market prices). The only formal requirement is that there is no
"bid-ask spread", meaning that the e¤ective betting odds on any given outcome,
say x = 1, are simply the reciprocal of those on its complement, x 6= 1. Under
these conditions, the result of Kelly betting or log optimal investment is that
the forecaster�s capital at expiry, Wt, equals

Wt�1
�

�
; (1)

where � represents the forecaster�s probability (as at t � 1) of the outcome
E = Eobs observed at t, and � is the corresponding probability implied by the
bookmaker�s odds (as quoted at t � 1) or by the eventual parimutuel market
payout (i.e. if E 2 frain; fineg and the outcome actually observed is E = rain,
then � = Pr(rain), and similarly for �). Proof of this elegant property of Kelly
betting is very straightforward. See Jose et al. (2008), Roulstone and Smith
(2002, p.1655) Johnstone (2007, pp.68-9) and Kadane (2010).
To "win" and thus increase his capital, the investor must "out predict" the

market by attaching a higher probability than the market to the event that
is ultimately seen to occur. It makes no di¤erence that the market forecasts
more accurately one or more of the non-outcomes. For example, suppose that
there are three possible outcomes in the case of a football game (home win,
home loss, draw) and the forecaster predicts probabilities (0.6, 0.3, 0.1). If the
quoted market probabilities are say (0.5, 0.4, 0.1), then the forecaster�s wealth
is increased by a factor of 1.2 (= 0:6=0:5) in the case of a home win, 0.75 given
a home loss, or 1 when the result is a draw.
It follows from (1) that the forecaster�s increase in utility from Kelly betting

(based on his probability assessment p), log(Wt) � log(Wt�1), is given by the
di¤erence between his log probability score and the market score, log(�)�log(�).
Provided that the the forecaster has no in�uence over the bookmaker or mar-
ket probability �, the "accuracy" of his forecast �, measured economically, is
su¢ ciently well represented (from the viewpoint of a log utility decision maker)
by the conventional log score, log(�). Much can be gleaned by comparing two
forecasters�(or models�) log scores. In particular, the forecaster with the higher
log score, or sum of log scores over a sequence of trials t = 1; 2; ; :::; T; is the one
who would have made most money (or lost least) by Kelly betting in any given
market. Similarly, the di¤erence between the two forecasters average log scoresP
log(�i)=T is the exponential rate at which one forecaster grows wealthier

than the other over the long run T !1.
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3 Valuing Forecasts in Log Optimal Portfolios

Consider the problem faced by an investor with log utility who decides to buy
optimal quantities of all worthwhile securities. Among those securities is a
forecaster-based fund of the type described above, returning an uncertain value
of Vt = �t=�t at period end t, where �t is the forecaster�s subjective probability
(as at the time t� 1 of investment) of the outcome realized at time t, and �t is
the market�s assessment of the same probability.
Before buying into this forecaster�s fund, the investor must form some notion

of what such a security is worth, or, in a sense, what the underlying forecaster
is worth. Adopting a portfolio theory of economic forecast valuation, the answer
can be found from a form of the capital asset pricing model (henceforth CAPM)
derived under log utility. Log utility might be justi�ed on any of the grounds
mentioned above. In particular, the investor may believe that only a log optimal
portfolio or "fund of funds" will yield su¢ cient capital growth to survive in the
long run.
Log utility is germane also for its connection to the log probability score.

The log score has often been presented as an abstract information-theoretic
measure of forecast accuracy (e.g. Bernardo 1979; Bernardo and Smith, 1994),
and sometimes as the basis on which forecasters should be remunerated (e.g.
Good 1952, 1976, 1983). This begs the question, however, of whether the log
score remains an apt measure of forecaster performance when each forecaster
is viewed not of itself but as merely a contributor to a well diversi�ed (log
optimal) portfolio of discrete securities (or forecasters). Put another way, does
the log optimal CAPM imply the same measure of forecast e¢ cacy as holds for
a log utility investor when all available security returns occur sequentially and
independently rather than simultaneously and dependently?

4 The Log Utility CAPM

The log utility CAPM was developed by Litzenberger and Budd (1971), Roll
(1973) and Rubinstein (1976). See Rubinstein (2006, pp.258-61) for further
background. The following exposition extends Luenberger (1998, pp.417-443).
Let Vi � Vi;t represent the uncertain value at time t of one unit of fund

i (i = 1; 2; :::; n). For notational convenience, t is suppressed. The economic
return from fund i over period t is then Ri = Vi=Pi, where Pi is the unit price
of that fund at time t � 1. Note that Pi (and hence Ri) is set by the observer
or market, not the forecaster, and is a constant rather than a random variable.
Speci�cally, Pi is the price paid ex ante (at t� 1) to own the (uncertain) value
Vi that will be realized ex post (at time t).
The forecaster�s role is to produce a period end value Vi, the amount of which

will depend on the "goodness" of his probability forecast (virtually regardless
of the assumed decision rule). The investor or market decides ex ante (at t� 1)
how much to pay for the right to this uncertain future value. That assessment,
Pi, is the proposed theoretical measure of the worth of forecaster i. Note that
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throughout this exposition, fund i and its resident forecaster i are regarded as
the same entity.
Depending on the probability distribution of Vi, or, more precisely, on the

joint distribution of the time t values Vi of all the available securities, Pi may be
considerably less than E[Vi] or indeed somewhat higher than E[Vi], as will be
shown below. It is odd to think that a risk averse investor might price security
i at some Pi > E[Vi], however this is easy to rationalize once securities are
considered in terms of their relative contributions to a well diversi�ed (here log
optimal) portfolio.
As well as the existing risky securities (forecasts) i, there is also a risk-

free asset (the theoretical idealization of government bonds) that has unit price
Prf = 1 at time t�1 and is certain to be worth Vrf (per unit) at time t. The risk-
free return factor is thus Rrf = Vrf=Prf = Vrf , and is a known constant. For
example, if risk-free bonds pay 5% interest per period, then Rrf = Vrf = 1:05.
Another way to think of Rrf is that it is a measure of the opportunity cost
or forgone return from holding money in risky investments rather than just
putting it in the bank. Later in this paper, where the log CAPM is used to value
statistical forecasts relative merely to one another, rather than to the universe
of all �nancial securities, Rrf is set equal to one, thus e¤ectively suppressing
any consideration of opportunity cost.
To derive the log CAPM from �rst principles, consider the task of optimal

investment under log utility. Take an investor with initial wealth Wt�1 and
utility log(W ). At t� 1, the investor�s expected utility is

E

"
log

 
fw1R1 + :::+ wnRng+ (1�

nP
j=1

wj)Rrf

!
+ log(Wt�1)

#
where wi is the weight or proportion (by value) of the investor�s portfolio allo-
cated to risky security i (there are n risky securities available).
To maximize this expectation with respect to each portfolio weight wi, the

the �rst order condition is

E

2664 Ri �Rrf

fw1R1 + :::+ wnRng+ (1�
nP
i=1

wi)Rrf

3775 = 0: (2)

The return factor on the resulting optimal (under log utility) portfolio of all
available securities, including the risk-free security is then

Ropt = (w
�
1R1 + :::+ w

�
nRn) + (1�

nP
i=1

w�i )Rrf (3)

where w�i satis�es (2) for all i. Accordingly, the unit price of this log optimal
portfolio is the weighted average unit price Popt = (w�1P1 + ::: + w

�
nPn) + (1 �

nP
i=1

w�i ), since Prf = 1.
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The optimality condition (2) can now be written more simply as

E

�
Ri �Rrf
Ropt

�
= 0;

and then by expanding as

E

�
Ri
Ropt

�
�RrfE

�
1

Ropt

�
= 0:

By de�nition Ri = Vi=Pi, hence

E

�
Vi
Pi

Popt
Vopt

�
�RrfE

�
Popt
Vopt

�
= 0: (4)

Now, recognizing the identity E
h
Vi
Pi

Popt
Vopt

i
= Cov

�
Vi
Pi
;
Popt
Vopt

�
+ E

h
Vi
Pi

i
E
h
Popt
Vopt

i
and noting that Cov

�
Vi
Pi
;
Popt
Vopt

�
= Cov

�
Vi;

1
Vopt

�
Popt
Pi
, (4) becomes

E

�
Vi
Pi

�
�Rrf =

�Cov
�
Vi;

1
Vopt

�
Popt
Pi

PoptE
h

1
Vopt

i
=

�Cov
�
Vi;

1
Vopt

�
PiE

h
1

Vopt

i :

Multiplying through by the constant Pi and rearranging gives an expression
de�ning the "price" or ex ante worth of risky security i

Pi =
1

Rrf

8<:E[Vi] + Cov
�
Vi;

1
Vopt

�
E
h

1
Vopt

i
9=; : (i = 1; 2; :::; n) (5)

This is the log utility CAPM applicable to investments in discrete time, and
regardless of the distribution of Vi (i = 1; :::; n). The subject of the equation,
Pi, represents the theoretical price per unit of security i, under the assumption
of log utility. In principle, this measure Pi is an economic score much like the
Jose et al. (2008) scores, except that it adopts the perspective of investors who
carry an optimally weighted portfolio of bets or investments and who evaluate
forecasters from that holistic perspective, rather than one at a time.
Note that there are two possible philosophical interpretations of the unit

prices Pi. When the Pi are calculated using just one investor�s subjective prob-
abilities, they represent that individual�s "coherent" (i.e. mutually consistent)
prices. At such prices a log optimal investor would be equally happy to either
buy or sell an in�nitesimal amount of any one of the risky securities, including
the risk-free, or, equivalently, to exchange an in�nitesimal money amount of
any one security for the same money amount of another security, including the
risk-free. This is the subjectivist interpretation.
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The more conventional objectivist interpretation requires that all investors
have the same (possibly empirical) probabilities, meaning that they have the
same estimates of the expected values and covariances of each of the available
securities. Under these circumstances, the Pi are equilibrium prices that would
emerge in rational exchange between log utility investors. Interestingly, pricing
models in �nance are almost always interpreted in the frequentist way as if in-
vestors share the same probabilities. The subjectivist interpretation has greater
legitimacy from a decision analysis standpoint.
It follows under either interpretation that a log utility investor will allocate

capital across the available securities in proportion to their ex ante unit prices.2

The log optimal portfolio weights w�i and w
�
rf = (1 �

nP
i=1

w�i ) are therefore

proportional to the corresponding Pi and Prf = 1 respectively, and hence from
(3) the return factor on a log optimally weighted portfolio is

Ropt =

�
P1

�
V1
P1

�
+ :::+ Pn

�
Vn
Pn

�
+ Prf

�
Vrf
Prf

��
1

P1 + :::+ Pn + Prf

=
V1 + :::+ Vn + Vrf
P1 + :::+ Pn + 1

: (6)

This expression is found from (3) by substituting for the optimal security weights
w�i = Pi=(

Pn
1 Pi + Prf ) and w

�
rf = Prf=(

Pn
1 Pi + Prf ), where

Pn
1 Pi + Prf =

(P1 + :::+ Pn + 1) is a normalizing constant required to make the weights sum
to one (given Prf = 1).
By de�nition Ropt = Vopt=Popt and Popt is a constant. Hence

Cov

�
Vi;

1

Vopt

�
= Cov

�
Vi;

1

Ropt

�
1

Popt

= Cov

�
Vi;

1

V1 + :::+ Vn + Vrf

� P
P

Popt
;

and

E

�
1

Vopt

�
= E

�
1

Ropt

�
1

Popt
= E

�
1

V1 + :::+ Vn + Vrf

� P
P

Popt

where for convenience
P
P denotes the normalizing constant

Pn
1 Pi + Prf =

(P1 + ::: + Pn + 1). Substituting these equalities in (5) gives an empirical or
usable form of the log utility CAPM

Pi =
1

Rrf

�
E[Vi] +

Cov (Vi; 1=(V1 + :::+ Vn + Vrf ))

E [1=(V1 + :::+ Vn + Vrf )]

�
: (7)

2 Implicitly there is no supply constraint on any of the securities. If one security is in
greater or less supply than another, then the respective security prices must be determined
not on a "per unit" basis but for the whole of the supply of each security. Capital would still
be allocated rationally in proportion to price.
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The di¤erence between expressions (5) and (7) is that (5) is written in terms
of the unknown optimal portfolio value Vopt, whereas (7) is in terms of the
observable values Vi and Vrf of the individual securities. Equation (7) is thus
an operational form of the theoretical pricing model (5). Moreover, by using
(7) to �nd the unknown Pi, we can then �nd Vopt, since by de�nition Vopt is the
realized (ex post) value of one unit of the optimal portfolio, where the optimal
security weights in this portfolio are proportional to their prices. That is

Vopt =
(P1V1 + :::+ PnVn) + VrfP

P
: (Prf = 1)

4.1 Numerical Illustration

Consider a reference set of three risky forecasters (or models) and a risk-free
security. We will use the log CAPM equation (7) to attach a subjective "price"
or worth Pi to each forecaster cum investment fund.
In this illustration, the calculations of expected values and covariances are

based on our subjective probabilities rather than historical frequentist (i.e. em-
pirical) probabilities, as if we are valuing each of the given forecasters based on
our own beliefs. This method of forecast evaluation brings an idea from �nance
into subjective decision analysis. Later in this paper, the CAPM is employed
to score actual forecasts using empirical estimates of the required expectation
and covariance parameters.
Assume that we (who are assessing what each forecaster is worth) believe

that the binary outcome of event E 2 f1; 0g has probability g = Pr(E = 1) =
0:6: The market or bookmaker�s probability of outcome E = 1 is q = 0:5. The
three forecasters are i = 1; 2; 3. Their quoted probability estimates of E = 1
are p1 = 0:9, p2 = 0:8 and p3 = 0:1, and they each act on these log optimally.
Given this decision rule, their potential ex post unit values Vi = �i=� are as
shown in Table 1. For example, if E = 0 occurs, forecaster i = 1 will realize
value V1 = (1� 0:9)=0:5 = 0:2 per unit.

Table 1
Realized Value Vi = �i=� of Forecaster i Given

Outcome E and Related Calculations

E = 1 E = 0
V1 0:9=0:5 = 1:8 0:1=0:5 = 0:2
V2 0:8=0:6 = 1:6 0:2=0:5 = 0:4
V3 0:1=0:5 = 0:2 0:9=0:5 = 1:8P

V = V1 + V2 + V3 + Vrf 4:6 3:4
1=
P
V � E [1=

P
V ] �0:03069 0:04604

The subjective unit prices of the three probability forecasts, calculated from
(7) are shown in Table 2. Taking forecaster i = 1 for example, the calculations
required are as follows. With subjective probability g = 0:6 of outcome E = 1,
the expectation E[V1] is 0:6(1:8) + 0:4(0:2) = 1:16. Next, letting the term
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P
V denote the sum of all ex post security values (V1 + V2 + V3 + Vrf ), and

with Vrf set equal to one, E [1=
P
V ] = 0:6(1=4:6) + 0:4(1=3:4) = 0:24808 and

the covariance Cov (V1; 1=
P
V ) is 0:6(0:64)(�0:03069)+0:4(�0:96)(0:04604) =

�0:02946. Finally, substituting these values into (7), the price of forecaster
i = 1 is 1:16� 0:02946=0:24808 = 1:04124 per unit.

Table 2
Parameters and Prices of each Forecast i

Forecaster E[Vi] Cov (Vi; 1=
P
V ) Pi

i = 1 1:16 �0:02946 1:04124
i = 2 1:12 �0:0221 1:03093
i = 3 0:84 0:029463 0:95876

The �nal step is to calculate the price of one unit of the optimal portfolio.
This can be done in two ways, and must produce the same result either way if
the pricing model is applied correctly. The �rst approach rests on the optimal
portfolio weights being proportional to the security prices, implying that one
unit of the optimal portfolio has price found by calculating the price-weighted
average of the individual security prices

Popt = w�1P1 + w
�
2P2 + w

�
3P3 + w

�
rf (1)

=
P1(P1) + P2(P2) + P3(P3) + 1(1)P

P

= 0:25831P1 + 0:25575P2 + 0:23785P3 + 0:24808(1)

= 1:00875:

The second method of calculating Popt is to apply the log CAPM to its own
optimal portfolio. Relevant parameters of this portfolio are

E[Vopt] = w
�
1E[V1] + w

�
2E[V2] + w

�
3E[V3] + w

�
rf (1) = 1:03396, and

Cov (Vopt; 1=
P
V ) = E [(Vopt � E[Vopt]) (1=

P
V � E[1=

P
V ])]

= 0:6(0:13586)(�0:03069) + 0:4(�0:20379)(0:04604)
= �0:00625:

The price of one unit of the log optimal portfolio is then from (7)

Popt = E[Vopt] +
Cov (Vopt; 1=

P
V )

E[1=
P
V ]

= E[Vopt] +
Cov (Vopt; 1=(V1 + V2 + V3 + Vrf ))

E [1=(V1 + V2 + V3 + Vrf )]

= 1:03396� 0:00625=0:24808
= 1:00875 (as above).
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One way to interpret this price is to consider its meaning to a log utility
investor with wealth W = $100; 875. This individual must simply buy 100; 000
units of the log optimal portfolio. In e¤ect, therefore, her total wealth W
is allocated over the four available securities in proportion to their prices or
optimal weights fw�1 ; w�2 ; w�3 ; w�rfg. This prompts the question of whether the
log CAPM reveals anything more than could have been found by conventional
optimization of expected utility. The answer is that although it may be easier
to calculate the log optimal portfolio weights conventionally, that calculation
would not show up the parameters (mean and covariance) of the forecast payo¤
that make that forecast(er) more or less valuable to a log utility investor, nor
of course the speci�c function of these two parameters that de�nes the worth of
each forecast (to a log utility investor).
Looking now at the individual security prices, the log utility investor �nds

that she should pay only P1 = 1:04124 per unit for forecaster i = 1, despite
that forecaster having an expected ex post value per unit of E[Vi] = 1:16. This
discounting of E[Vi] is not merely because of the innate risk aversion of a log
utility investor. The other contributing factor is that forecaster i = 1 (like
i = 2) produces ex post values that are positively correlated with the sum of
values produced by all forecasters or securities. By comparison, forecaster i = 3
o¤ers a hedge or source of e¤ective diversi�cation by tending to produce high ex
post value when the other two do badly. The log CAPM recognizes this implicit
advantage of i = 3 and leads to a forecast price P3 = 0:95876 higher than its
expected ex post value 0:84.

4.2 Log Optimal Forecast Attributes

The theoretical measure of a good forecaster, with regard to the needs of a log
utility investor, depends on whether forecasts � viewed as sources of invest-
ment returns � are considered in portfolio or as stand alone entities. Moreover,
if the log utility user�s one and only source of economic return in period t is to
Kelly bet on a particular forecaster�s probability prediction of some uncertain
event observable at time t, forecast goodness is su¢ ciently well represented eco-
nomically by the conventional log score. This is convenient but not necessarily
helpful, since forecast users will usually have interests in many assets or fore-
casters at once (i.e. in a single period t). In this case, the economic worth of
a forecaster, from the standpoint of a log utility user, is given by the ex ante
price Pi of his forecast, as de�ned by the log optimal CAPM equation (7).
It can be seen from (7) that the price or worth of a forecaster cum fund

manager depends on two factors, apart from the exogenous discount factor Rrf .
These are the expected value per unit of the fund at expiry E[Vi] and the
covariance of Vi with the inverse of the sum of period-end values of all funds,
Cov(Vi; 1=Vopt). To be more valuable in portfolio, and thus attract a higher ex
ante price, a forecaster-driven fund must have either (i) higher expected value
at expiry, or (ii) lower covariance with all funds in aggregate. Note that the unit
price of a fund exceeds its expected value E[Vi] for any forecaster with positive
Cov(Vi; 1=Vopt).
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Unlike the sum of log probability scores, Pi is not simply a function of
the forecaster�s reported probabilities and the events observed, even assuming
that forecaster i invests log optimally on his own forecast pi;t (thus yielding
Vi = �i;t=�t). Rather, Pi represents a combination of statistical attributes of
the ex post values Vi accruing to the forecaster who "bets his beliefs". While
these attributes are obviously well de�ned, they depart from the log score even
when we substitute �i;t=�t for Vi (on the assumption that all funds are Kelly
bettors). It follows, therefore, that to maximize Pi a forecaster-based fund is
not obliged to bet according to the Kelly (log utility) decision rule even when
the investors who invest in those funds have log utility.
To the contrary, a log utility investor, carrying shares in a number of separate

funds or assets, is unlikely to be best served by individual fund managers acting
log optimally on their own accounts.3 Instead, to be of most bene�t to an
investor who carries a log optimal portfolio of all available funds, the individual
fund i must adopt whatever decision rule or dynamic strategy leads to the "best
distribution" of ex post values Vi, and thus the highest forecast value, Pi, in the
sense implied by (7). This decision rule may depend inherently on the attributes
of the forecaster�s probability judgements. See Johnstone (2010) for discussion
of the interaction e¤ect between di¤erent "types" of probabilities and the user�s
utility function or decision rule.
At the individual fund level, there is no uniquely optimal decision rule.

This remains the case even if the abstract statistical qualities of the forecaster�s
probabilities are well understood. Rather, to maximize (7), the forecaster cum
fund manager must succeed in a game not only against nature but against
competing forecaster-driven funds, each trying to convert their own in-house
probability predictions into �nancial returns exhibiting the properties rewarded
by the log CAPM. In general, this requires that forecasters report accurate
probabilities, so as to generate good expected (average) returns. These returns
are valued not only for their mean payo¤ but for the extent that they act as
a hedge against the phenomenon of most forecasters performing poorly in the
same trials. Less obviously, the penalty for relatively inaccurate forecasts with
low expected returns is reduced if the forecaster tends to depart from "the herd",
since such contrariness or idiosyncrasy reduces the forecaster�s covariance with
the market aggregate, thus increasing Pi according to (7).
To be most appreciated, forecaster expertise should be "unique" to a partic-

ular forecaster rather than systemic to his profession or to the market at large.
Any advance made by an individual forecaster is likely to be usurped by other
forecasters and ultimately assist all decision makers, thus prompting individual
forecasters to continually innovate.
An interesting connotation is that a professional forecaster intent on making

himself more valuable might "specialize" in the sense that he becomes expert
in either (i) predicting events that others disregard, but which nonetheless have
economic potential (e.g. "small cap" stocks or emerging technologies), or (ii)

3Poundstone (2005, p.220) describes Thorp�s approach, suggesting that Princeton-Newport
strived for maximum long-term growth of its own fund.
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predicting events that others follow avidly but under conditions that make pre-
diction most di¢ cult (e.g. horse races on days when track conditions are "heavy"
after rain, or the stock market in a period of unusual volatility).
Specialized expertise is, of course, the foundation of many businesses, not

just the business of forecasting. A fascinating book by London art dealer Mould
(1997) talks about the critical probability judgements that dealers in old masters
make when deciding how much to bid at auction on a "sleeper" (a painting or
overpainted painting of potentially major importance, not recognized as such
by others, and perhaps not truly of great importance at all). The author�s
understanding is that high end art dealers who survive in a profession requiring
such potentially ruinous decisions are those with highly evolved yet narrowly
focussed expertise, giving them a marketable edge over other dealers when it
comes to buying and selling a certain genre of very valuable paintings:

The overwhelming trend, however, as I have witnessed it over 15
years of dealing, has been for dealers to conquer a containable area,
accumulating a group of loyal clients, a speci�c store of knowledge,
and a skill and expertise with which the auction rooms, and other
dealers, are not always able to compete on equal terms. For those
who take their specialization seriously, discoveries arise naturally,
and provide essential compensation for the narrowness of the �eld.
(Mould 1997, p.105)

4.3 Resemblance to Forecast Combination

Aspects of the economic portfolio method of forecast evaluation mirror the the-
ory of weighted combination of probability forecasts. Both approaches empha-
size the need to appraise forecasts by what they add to other forecasts taken in
the aggregate. When combining probabilities, forecasts that have good proper-
ties individually may warrant little weight in a linear or other opinion pool, not
because they are inaccurate but because they are accurate in mostly the same
trials as other forecasts, and are therefore in a sense redundant. This practicality
is discussed by Clemen et al. (1995) in terms of one forecast being "su¢ cient"
for another, or being "extraneous", and most recently by Clements and Hendry
(2002) and Clements and Harvey (2009; 2010) in terms of "encompassing".
The resemblance between forecast "price" and "weight" carries over to the

more counterintuitive result that a "poor" forecast, if weighted appropriately,
can add appreciably to the average or long run performance of a weighted av-
erage. A simple example occurs where the individually defective forecast is for
the most part oddly pessimistic, and tends therefore to negate the mild aver-
age optimism exhibited by other forecasts. Another possibility is that a model
"over�tted" to a small data set may do very well under the occasional (albeit
unrecognized) confounding conditions underlying that set of instances, despite
its otherwise typically poor performance. Clements and Hendry (2002) describe
a series of more subtle statistical microstructures whereby a poor forecast can
add to the pooled opinion.
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The methodological advice for forecasters who want to maximize either their
CAPM "price" or their own "weight" in an opinion pool is largely the same.
Herding and resort to industry standards or political norms is discouraged,
and (within limits) originality, technological development, private data sourcing
and perhaps even contrarian philosophies and eccentricity are all encouraged
(cf. Winkler 1981). A vivid illustration of the bene�ts of independent thought
occurs in the vast sums of money that a few individual �nancial analysts and
their clients made from the recent US housing price crisis. The opinions of those
who went against the herd, and held out through the months or years of waiting
for their beliefs to be realized, can now be seen as well worth extra weight within
the "wisdom of the crowd".
Gneiting et al. (2007) and Gneiting and Raftery (2007) distil the objective

of probability forecasting as "sharpness subject to calibration". Although these
joint criteria are generally bene�cial, they are not always re�ected strongly in the
CAPM forecast price. The economic bene�ts of an improved mix of calibration
and sharpness are most apparent under those conditions where rival forecasts
fail badly on either or both calibration and sharpness, such as when the physical
or social system in question undergoes a structural shift (e.g. the economy has a
"mood swing" or switches from a period of rising interest rates to falling rates).

5 Empirical Example

In most �elds apart from meteorology and economics, data sets containing peo-
ples� individual probability forecasts are relatively uncommon, which itself is
worthy of explanation given that probability assessments are so much a part of
every day work and play. One application that dates to Winkler (1971) and de
Finetti (1982), and has become mainstream, occurs in football prediction (e.g.
Probability Football4) where competitors forecast match results by writing a
probability beside the home team (in some codes of football, draws are pre-
cluded so it is necessary to specify only one probability). A convenient aspect
of sports predictions is that these often coexist alongside "market probabilities",
such as those quoted by a bookmaker or betting exchange, and against which
an individual�s probability estimates can be compared.

5.1 Performance Measures

The data employed here is from the 2006 annual on-line AFL (Australian
Football League) prediction competition hosted by computer science faculty
at Monash University in Melbourne. In the 2006 season, there were n = 45
active forecasters in the competition, each providing probability estimates in all
T = 185 games over the 7 months of competition. In the following analysis, three
measures of forecast performance are compared. The �rst is the conventional

4http://probabilityfootball.com/
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raw log score aggregated over the entire season, that is

Li =
TX
t=1

log(�i;t); (8)

where as above �i;t is de�ned as forecaster i�s reported probability of the event
realized in game t (e.g. if the Eagles beat the Bombers, then �i;t is the proba-
bility that forecaster i attached ex ante to the Eagles).
The second performance measure is an economic quantity, capturing the

cumulative pro�t achieved by betting based on the forecaster�s predictions. To
obtain such a measure it is assumed that the investor bets according to a log
utility function, as if he sets out to maximize expected long-run capital growth.
The associated betting odds are those quoted by the game�s largest on-line
bookmaker, Tabsportsbet,5 and published in Melbourne on the Friday before
game weekend in The Age newspaper.6

In theory, because of the mathematical analogy between the log score and
the �nancial return from Kelly (log utility) betting, this economic performance
measure should mirror the forecaster�s aggregate log score (8). Any discrepancy
in practice is caused by the bid-ask spread that always exists in the bookmaker�s
odds. If the probability that the forecaster attaches to a given team lies within
this spread, there is no bet. For example, if the bookmaker quotes prices (odds)
on the two teams that convert to (non-normalized) probabilities of say 0.8 (Ea-
gles) and 0.4 (Crows), then the bookmaker�s bid and ask prices on the Eagles
are (1�0:4) = 0:6 and 0:8 respectively. Any risk-averse forecaster who estimates
a probability for the Eagles within this interval [0:6; 0:8] can make no rational
bet. If, for instance, the forecaster feels that the Eagles have a 80% chance
of winning, he has a very strong prediction but can do nothing with it. If his
probability is 0:81 or more he will bet some positive amount on the Eagles, and
if it is 0:59 or less he will bet on the Crows. Note that draws are extremely rare
and can be ignored.
To formalize this performance measure, assume the following notation. Let

�W;t = 1=qW;t = 1=�t and �L;t = 1=qL;t represent the bookmaker�s ex ante
(pre-game) prices on the winning and losing teams in game t (we only know
which of the two prices is which after the game is played). These advertised
payouts imply the bookmaker�s non-normalized probabilities qW;t and qL;t.
Investors who bet on a given team receive a payout of �W;t per $1 bet if

that team wins and zero per $1 bet if that team loses. Note that both potential
payouts �W;t and �L;t are greater than $1, since they include return of the
$1 bet. The implied bid and ask prices (non-normalized probabilities) on the
winning team are (1 � 1=�L;t) = 1 � qL;t and 1=�W;t = qW;t respectively. In
practice, (qW;t+ qL;t) = 1+ �, where � � 0 is known as the bookmaker�s "take"
or "vig". Thus, by de�nition (1 � qL;t) = qW;t � �: In AFL betting, � near 8%
is typical.

5http://www.tabsportsbet.com.au
6These were collected and provided to the author by Andrew Grant.
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The net e¤ect of Kelly betting at these prices is that the capital of forecaster
i (or his user), as at t� 1, is multiplied by factor

Ki;t =

8<: �i;t �W;t = �i;t=qW;t > 1 if �i;t > qW;t
�i;t �W;t = �i;t=qW;t < 1 if �i;t < (1� qL;t)
1 (no bet) if (1� qL;t) < �i;t < qW;t

(9)

where (as previously) �i;t is the probability attached by forecaster i to the team
that actually won game t. In order, these three possible results represent the
user�s wealth multiple from a winning bet, a losing bet, and no bet. For example,
in the case where the bid-ask spread on the winning team is [0:6; 0:8], a forecaster
who gave this team ex ante probability 0.9 (0.7) [0.5] would have multiplied her
capital by factor 0:9=0:8 = 1:125 (1) [0:5=0:8 = 0:625] respectively. Note also
that if the bid-ask spread on the winning team is [0:6; 0:8] then the bid-ask spread
quoted by the bookmaker on the losing team must have been [1�0:8; 1�0:6] =
[0:2; 0:4].
The cumulative Kelly return factor of forecaster i over the entire season is

CumKi =
TY
t=1

Ki;t: (T = 185) (10)

This is the total capital accumulated, starting with $1 at t = 0, over games
t = 1; 2; :::; T by hypothetical betting against the bookmaker based on forecaster
i�s probabilities. It is convenient to represent (10) as a geometric average return
factor

K�
i =

T
p
CumKi

The third measure of forecaster performance is an estimate of his log utility
CAPM price Pi, found using sample estimates of the expectation and covari-
ance terms in (7). The unit value of forecaster i�s fund at period end (after
game t), denoted in (7) by Vi, is given by his Kelly factor in that game, Ki;t,
as de�ned by (9). That is, Vi:t = Ki;t. Examining the T = 185 games con-
tained in the data set, treating each game as occupying a discrete period t as
if games are sequential, sample estimates of the forecast mean E[Vi] and co-
variance Cov(Vi; 1=

P
V ) are calculated according to standard methods. For

simplicity, again let Vrf = 1.
The sample estimate of the log CAPM price of forecaster i, de�ned by (7),

is thus bPi = bE[Vi] + dCovibE h1=(P45
i=1 Vi;t + 1)

i
where bE[Vi] = TP

t=1
Vi;t=T ,

dCovi = � TP
t=1

�
Vi;t � bE[Vi]�� 1P45

i=1
Vi;t+1

� bE h1=(P45
i=1 Vi;t + 1)

i��
=(T � 1);

and bE h1=(P45
i=1 Vi;t + 1)

i
=

TP
t=1

1
V1;t+V2;t+:::+V45;t+1

=T .
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5.2 Results

Figure 1 exhibits the association between the forecasters�average (per game)
log scores, Li=T , and their geometric average Kelly returns, K�

i . Note that
there is a near linear relationship between these two measures, indicating that,
despite the drag of the bid-ask spread, the log score remains a good proxy
for the economic return realized by decision makers who Kelly bet following a
given forecaster�s probability predictions. Apart from any distortion caused by
the bid-ask spread, approximate linearity between the forecasters�average log
scores Li=T and geometric average return factors K�

i is to be expected. The
capital of fund i at time T (starting with $1 at t = 0) equals

(K�
i )
T

= exp

"
TX
t=1

log(�i;t)� c
#

_ exp [Li]

where c =
PT

t=1 log(qW;t) is the sum of the bookmaker�s log scores (his equiva-
lent of Li). Taking the log of both sides gives

log (K�
i ) _

Li
T
;

which leaves an approximately linear relationship between K�
i and Li=T since

log (K�
i ) � (K�

i � 1) with K�
i generally near 1. As an aside, it might also

be noted from Figure 1 that no single forecaster makes a pro�t from betting
against the bookmaker. All forecasters have K�

i < 1, indicating that capital
is not maintained. The best forecasters have K�

i very close to 1, which is a
creditable albeit not pro�table achievement given that the bookmaker�s odds
are not free of commissions.

Figure 1
Geometric Mean Return K�

i versus Average Log Score Li=T
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The second comparison is between the forecasters�average log scores Li=T
and their estimated CAPM values, bPi. Figure 2 reveals that there are three
distinct forecasters who the log CAPM rates clearly more highly than their
geometric average returns would seem to justify. These are forecasters whose
returns have very low correlation with the others as a group (i.e. with "the
market"). They are rewarded by the CAPM for this contrarian bent.

Figure 2
Log CAPM Price bPi versus Average Log Score Li=T
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Figure 3 compares the rankings of the 45 forecasters based on the log score
and the log CAPM. This �gure is revealing in that it demonstrates how di¤erent
these two rankings can be. One of the forecasters is ranked 40th from 45 on the
log score, yet 15th on the CAPM. All forecasters below the 45 degree dividing
line gain a higher ranking under the CAPM than under the log score. Those
above this line are ranked lower under the CAPM than under the log score.
Note, however, that the four "best" forecasters are the same four under both
measures, although their rankings within the top four are changed slightly.
Figure 4 plots the forecasters average log score against their covariance

Cov (Vi; 1=(
P
V )), remembering that ideally this covariance is high positive

(implying that the forecaster produces Vi values that are negatively correlated
with the others). Three things stand out. First, no forecaster has negative
covariance Cov (Vi; 1=(

P
V )). Second, compared to a great many of the least

able forecasters, the few best performing forecasters are clearly better on both
log score and covariance parameters. This might suggest that some forecasters
could really be relieved of duty, and yet interestingly the prices of their fore-
casts are not that much lower under the log CAPM than the prices of their
superiors. This can be understood economically as indicative of the gains to a
risk averse user of diversi�cation (up to some point or requisite number of fore-
casters). Third and most important, it seems very di¢ cult to be both highly
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accurate relative to the competition and at the same time "contrarian" or di¤er-
ent. Those forecasters with the best (here nearest zero) covariances are not the
most accurate. To win on both accuracy and covariance is possible in principle,
under some conditions at least, but seems not to be easy in predicting AFL
football.

Figure 3
Forecaster Ranks by Log Score and Log CAPM Price
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Figure 4
Average Log Score Li=T Versus Covariance Cov (Vi; 1=(

P
V ))
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6 Meteorology Example

The data in this example was provided by the Centre for Australian Weather
and Climate Research at the Australian Bureau of Meteorology. It contains
the daily probabilities of precipitation (PoPs) estimated using four competing
rainfall and PoP models. These data were collected over one year (April 2009
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to March 2010) across six geographic locations. The four models in question
are labelled Canadian, European Centre, GASP and LAPS125. Forecasts have
a lead time of 24 hours and a rainday is de�ned as a day with greater than 0.1
mm rain recorded. The pooled data contains 1888 daily observations per model.
The data also includes the daily meteorological or empirical probability of rain
for each location, de�ned as the relative frequency of rain on that day in that
location over the previous 30 years.
The results in Table 3 are calculated the same way as in the football exam-

ple, except that the market probability of rain is set equal to the meteorological
probability with no bid-ask spread. Payo¤s from betting against this probability
are calculated as follows. Take a forecasting model that generates a probability
of 0.4 for rain (E = 1) in location-day t, for which the corresponding meteoro-
logical probability is 0.1. Thus, pi:t = pi = 0:4 and qi = 0:2. For this model,
the hypothetical betting payo¤ is Vi = �i=�i = 0:4=0:2 = 2 if it rains, and
Vi = �i=�i = 0:6=0:8 = 0:75 if it does not rain. Similarly, if the model�s esti-
mated probability is pi = 0:1, implying a bet against rain (since pi < qi) the pay-
o¤s are Vi = �i=�i = 0:1=0:2 = 0:5 if it rains and Vi = �i=�i = 0:9=0:8 = 1:125
if it does not rain.

Table 3
Parameters and Prices of each Forecast i

Model i i bE[Vi] dCov (Vi; 1=PV ) bPi wi K�
i

Canadian 1 0:8980 �0:0421 0:7312 0:1847 0:7327
European 2 0:9108 �0:0445 0:7347 0:1856 0:7060
GASP 3 0:9089 �0:0376 0:7603 0:1920 0:7822
LAPS125 4 0:8905 �0:0399 0:7326 0:1851 0:7561

The log optimal portfolio is weighted proportionally to the forecast pricesbPi. Its price is the price-weighted average of the four individual forecast prices,
again letting Vrf = Prf = 1,bPopt = w�1 bP1 + w�2 bP2 + w�3 bP3 + w�4 bP3 + w�rf (Prf )

= 0:8056:

This price can also be calculated from (7)

bPopt = bE[Vopt] + dCov (Vopt; 1=PV )bE[1=PV ]

= bE[Vopt] + dCov (Vopt; 1=(V1 + V2 + V3 + V4 + Vrf ))bE [1=(V1 + V2 + V3 + V4 + Vrf )]
= 0:926857� 0:030638=0:252611
= 0:8056 (as above).

The �rst observation when interpreting these results is that none of the four
models produces probabilities good enough to "make money" for a log utility
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bettor against a notional bookmaker who �xes odds based on the meteorological
probability (the odds in favour of rain are qi=(1 � qi)). The geometric average
return factors K�

i =
1888
pQ

Vi for each forecast are shown in Table 3. They
are all well below one, meaning that on average across the data set a log utility
gambler would have lost money (e.g. by betting on the Canadian model, her
wealth would have been multiplied by a factor of 0.7327).
The second noteworthy aspect of the results is that the best performed fore-

casting model (GASP) has both the highest geometric average Kelly return K�
i

(and by de�nition, therefore, the highest cumulative or average log score) and
also the highest estimated log CAPM price bPi. This backs up the �nding in
the earlier football example where the statistically "most accurate" forecaster
remains the most highly prized or priced forecaster when forecasts are evaluated
economically in portfolio.

7 Conclusion

This paper comes to two main conclusions, one theoretical and one practical.
The �rst result is that if forecasts are to be evaluated as sources of cash �ows or
de facto �nancial securities � on the principle that the pudding is proven in the
eating � then the theoretically appropriate performance measure is one based in
portfolio theory. This has been the prevailing view in �nancial economics since
the 1970s in relation to security valuation generally (e.g. valuing stocks and
businesses). The greater a forecaster�s expertise, the higher generally the mean
economic payo¤ from acting on his forecasts. Expertise is least valuable, how-
ever, when it is of a type common to other forecasters. Conversely, a forecaster
who generates returns with low or negative covariance with those produced in
the same period by other forecasters may be highly valuable, even when his
expected return is low relative to his competitors. These considerations are im-
plicit within the log utility CAPM and embody an economic understanding of
forecaster pro�ciency.
The second result is more practical and takes away somewhat from the �rst.

In applying a "�nance" or portfolio theory model to the scoring of both (i)
a cohort of football forecasters and (ii) four rival rain forecasting models, it
was found that the individually most accurate probability forecasters were also
those most highly prized by the log CAPM. In both empirical examples, the
more systematically "contrarian" forecasters are not so di¤erent or contrary in
their forecasts that their generally lesser accuracy is worthwhile on balance. In
other words, while it is good from a hedging or diversi�cation perspective to put
a little money on a contrarian�s forecasts, that might have to be a very small
amount of money (i.e. a low Pi) if on average that individual�s predictions give
rise to large losses.
Another consideration that might be typical of many applications and lessen

the practical use of in portfolio forecast evaluation is that the individual fore-
caster means and (more so) the covariances between forecasters�individual per-
formances are nonstationary, making sample estimates of Pi noisy and unstable.
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The most robust or pragmatic application of a portfolio-theoretic model may
be as a behavioural mechanism by which to expressly motivate independent
thinking and research. There is a well known tendency for forecasters to mob
close together in their modus operandi and stated forecasts, so as both to mini-
mize e¤ort and costs and to protect themselves personally when they are all or
mostly wrong together. This may be a sensible preservation strategy from the
individual forecaster�s perspective, but does little to enhance the performance or
external worth of forecasting professions as a whole. By motivating originality,
learning and independence, the communal expertise of a cohort of forecasters
can be lifted through both the advances and the mistakes of its innovative con-
stituents.
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